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2021 has been a tough year for the FBI, whose reputation now bears 
scant resemblance to that of the once highly-respected and 
celebrated U.S. law enforcement agency in its first 90 years. The 
Assistant Special Agent in Charge of its New Orleans Field Office, a 
lesbian named Amberly Boyle, was recently arrested for domestic 
battery of her "wife."  
 
The St. Tammany Parish Sherriff's Office responded to an emergency 
call about a domestic altercation, and ended up arresting Boyle and 
charging her with misdemeanor domestic abuse battery. This makes 
Boyle the second agent in the FBI's New Orleans Field Office to be 
arrested in the summer of 2021.  
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Less than two months before, Special Agent David Harris was 
charged with myriad counts of sex crimes against many young 



children in Louisiana and other states, which took place over the 
course of many years. An example of how clueless and sadly 
misguided the FBI has become is that it assigned Harris to child 
pornography cases!  
 
In July, FBI Agent Richard J. Trask -- who was instrumental in 
investigating and arresting the idiots who conspired to abduct 
Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer in 2020 -- was himself 
arrested for beating the hell out of his wife after they attended a 
"swingers' party." (That's where couples share their spouses sexually 
with other couples.) Trask was charged with felony domestic 
violence and faces a maximum sentence of 10 years. 
 
In addition, there is an on-going scandal involving the FBI's Las Vegas 
Field Office, where routine drunkenness, hangover naps during 
working hours, systemic sexual harassment and personal retaliation 
are alleged to be rampant among its upper echelons. Not 
surprisingly, the FBI's Las Vegas Field Office is where the myth was 
concocted of "white supremacists" conspiring to masquerade as 
Black Lives Matter rioters in order to "frame" BLM.   
 
All those sexual shenanigans may explain why the FBI was too busy 
to investigate the massive and systemic vote fraud that occurred in 
last November's Presidential Election. The misbehavior of many FBI 
Agents is also an indication that the strict character screenings once 
used to vet prospective FBI agents were discarded long ago.  
 
Bill Clinton's REAL Attorney General was Hillary Clinton and not Janet 
Reno, who was merely a "front man." (Pun intended.) The Clinton 
Administration hired thousands of FBI Agents in the mid-1990s, 
which was probably when the rot and subversion began the decline 
of the world's foremost law enforcement agency.  
 



The Clintons converted the FBI into an organization whose upper 
echelons would eventually perjure themselves in order to obtain four 
FISA court warrants to spy on  President Trump and falsely charge 
him with "colluding" with Russia to steal the 2016 Presidential 
Election. They also engaged in treason, in what was clearly an 
attempted coup. 
 
Hillary Clinton is a real, live psychopath, and the individuals with 
whom she staffed the FBI (and Justice Department) were exactly 
the kinds of people that no predecessor at the FBI or DOJ would 
ever have considered hiring. She hired n*ggers, communists, 
pederasts, traitors, queers, lesbians and power-hungry thugs, the 
sort of people who wouldn't survive their screening by a small-
town police department.  
 
Their progress was clearly expedited through the FBI based on their 
demonstrated loyalty to the New Communist Party of the United 
States of America. That's how we ended up with pathologically 
corrupt people like Jim Comey, Robert Mueller, Andrew McCabe, 
Peter Strzok and Lisa Page. It's also how you get the kinds of trash 
mentioned earlier.    


